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The removal servicer should approach from the safe & 

appropriate direction. 

The most important property is the Angular Momentum 

Vector, around which the markers move around. 

Inertia tensor must be estimated to this end. It is difficult. 

The inertia tensor may have varied from the original 

owing to the unbalanced fuel consumption or some 

corruption or fragmentation. 

In case the robot fails to grab the debris, the debris motion 

is re-excited by the contact. And the estimation becomes 

more difficult.

Fig.2 Approach Strategy to Uncooperative Target
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Filtering is common and a large number of studies have been reported. 

However, they function only along with the reference trajectory and 

require a priori shape and inertia properties. So, such an approach is 

applicable for cooperated target. 

They do not work for the debris whose shape and inertia properties 

have significantly been altered. 

When the servicer spacecraft hits the target debris, another motion 

starts, and filters can never function. 

Fig.7 Fragmented Debris and markers constituting a shape

The authors have dealt with the problem for decades.

However, the solution has not been simply obtained despite a huge amount of research.

Filters do not function robustly as noted.

This paper presents a new batch estimation method for both the attitude motion and the inertia 

properties at the same time, excluding reliance on the a priori information.

Mathematically speaking, the estimation of the inertia tensor results in solving the corresponding

Lyapunov matrix equation.

The method does not request the debris to carry some prescribed target markers on it at launch.

It has only to rely on the shape information of some parts onboard the debris based on the drawings

left, when the debris needs to be removed actually.
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Fig.4 Schematic observation of markers Fig.3 Camera & Body fixed frames
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It corresponds to the pixel position vector xc on the focal plane. As a result, the unit vector i

from the origin to each marker is obtained as

� � �� � �� � �� � �� . (2)

When the slant range s becomes available, the position vector is expressed as

� � ���. (3)

Here is introduced a pin-hole camera as below.

Fig.5 Pose estimation via three markers Fig.6 Pose estimation via four markers

Four or more markers determine the slant 

ranges fully.

R2 and R3 are common in both triangles.

And redundancy is eliminated.
Still there is left one uncertainty.
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Obtaining Angular Velocity Vector (1)

Fig.8 Vectors in camera-

fixed coordinate

Fig.9 Vectors in body-

fixed coordinate

Obtaining Angular Velocity Vector (2)

Fig.8 Vectors in camera-

fixed coordinate

Fig.9 Vectors in body-

fixed coordinate
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Obtaining Angular Velocity Vector (3)

Fig.8 Vectors in camera-

fixed coordinate

Fig.9 Vectors in body-

fixed coordinate

Finding Coordinate Transformation Matrix (1)
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Fig.8 Vectors in camera-

fixed coordinate

Fig.9 Vectors in body-

fixed coordinate

Even in case the number of pairs in T and J exceeds three, the coordinate 

transformation matrix is sought to satisfy the augmented criterion as below. 
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Finding Coordinate Transformation Matrix (2)
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Fig.8 Vectors in camera-

fixed coordinate

Fig.9 Vectors in body-

fixed coordinate

Even in case the number of pairs in T and J exceeds three, the coordinate 

transformation matrix is sought still to satisfy the augmented criterion as below. 

The solution is expressed as the same as

Fig.10 Disposed Upper Stage at Ibuki launch
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The markers’ position vectors on the camera-frame:

M1 = [ 209.40 686.61],

M2 = [-162.39 -556.98],

M3 = [-609.69 133.91],

M4 = [ 545.58 -115.38].

The positions of the four markers on the upper stage:

[ 1.5 1.5 -1.5,

-1.5 -1.5 -1.5,

-1.5 1.5 -1.5,

1.5 -1.5 -1.5]

The coordinate transformation matrix DCM (Direction Cosine

Matrix) is obtained

When the Euler angles are (sequenced in yaw-pitch-roll order) used, they are

yaw = -27.53deg, pitch = 29.88deg, roll = 5.72deg respectively.

Pose Estimation & DCM Solution Example
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Angular Momentum Vector & Inertia Tensor Estimation (1)

Angular Momentum Vector & Inertia Tensor Estimation (2)
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If I is assumed simply as a unit matrix, the left hand equation notes the angular momentum vector L direction is 

the averaged angular velocity vector history.

The inertia tensor estimate I* is found to satisfy the right hand side Lyapunov equation.

It guarantees the solution I* is obtained as a positive definite matrix.  

The solution is obtained through a boot-strap type iteration.
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Fig.15 Model object spacecraft
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ωt=0 (0.0, 1.58, 4.74) deg/s, 

Θt=0 (π /4, π /4, π /3). 

The normalized eigen values of I’ is 

11.6, 10.4, 9.7. 

Fig. 16 Angular Momentum Vector Fig. 17a Inertia Tensor

Fig. 17b Principal Moment of Inertia

Example: Fragmentation

All the measurements are used for 

the batch estimation.

And the convergence is slow.

Fig.18 Spacecraft model for Case-3
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Fig. 19 Angular Momentum, Angular Velocity, Inertia Tensor 

– Contact Excitation on the Way

Example: Direct Contact to cause Another Coning Motion

Dimensional moment of inertia here is 506. 537, 

573 kgm2.

Initial angular velocity is 3deg/s for three axes.

And normalized inertia tensor is estimated 

proportionally.

Up to 1,200 data are used for each batch 

estimation.

Inertia tensor becomes correct around 

time=2,200sec.
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• Despite a large number of researches for decades, the motion estimation especially the

angular momentum vector estimation has not been well solved, while it is critical in

accessing uncooperative targets.

• The key problem in approaching to the target is in finding the frozen direction, the angular

momentum vector.

• However, identifying the vector requires / accompanies the estimation of the inertia tensor

matrix of the target.

• The linearized filters do not function well. In the practical applications, inertia principal axes

may largely differ from the geometric axes, and the contact may cause another coning motion.

• A key outcome is the batch process for estimating the inertia tensor without relying on the

nominal a priori parameters and the reference trajectories for the state variables.

• It works as the recursive and successive update process and is enough robust in real

applications. No a priori parameters are required.

• The scheme never requests the prescribed targets onboard the potential targets at launch and

allows the size very flexibly. The only information associated with the targets is the shape,

which should provide the multiple markers more than three, four or more.

Conclusion
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